CORK COUNTY COUNCIL

ROADS ACT, 1993

TEMPORARY CLOSING OF PUBLIC ROADS

Pursuant to Section 75 of the Roads Act 1993, & Article 12 of the Roads Regulations 1994, notice is hereby given that Cork County Council proposes to temporarily close the following roads for the periods and reason specified below:-

West Cork International Rally 2020
Saturday 14th March 2020 – Sunday 15th March 2020

Saturday 14th March 2020

Stage 1 & 3 – Ardfield (09.00hrs to 15.00hrs)

Roads Subject of Proposed Closure
L-4010-61, L-4010-41, L-4010-22, L-4010-0, L-40101-0, L-8039-0, L-4009-26, L-4009-0, L-8034-0, L-40064, L-40063-0, L-8032-0, L-4006-0.

From Long Causeway, Dunmore to Coastguard Station, Long Strand.
(via Drombeg, Muckruss, Dunmore, Duneen, Mountain Common , Brownstown, Ardfield, Farran, Ballyva, Dunowen, Red Strand, Ganniv, Fishers Cross).

Alternative Routes
From Dunmore to Long Strand, take the L-4011-41, L-4011-62, north to N71 at Youghals, west on N71 to Kilruane and the R-598 to Long Strand. The stated diversion route is also applicable in reverse when travelling in the opposite direction.

Stage 2 & 4 – Hayes Cross (09.30hrs to 15.30hrs)

Roads Subject of Proposed Closure
L-8021-0, L – 8049-0, L-4007-0, L-8028-0, L-8027-23, L-8029-0, L-8043-0, L-8044-0, L-8045-0, L-4007-27, L-4007-52.

From Garranecore to Ladies Cross, Miles Clonakilty.
(via Tulligee, Knockaphonery, Lisavaird, Creagh Beg, Clonlea, Hayes Cross Roads, Camus, Ahagilla, Moneennamucky, Kilkerranmore Cross Roads, Gortnagearagh, Gararanagoleen, Carhoo, Cloheen.

Alternative Routes
From Dunmore to Long Strand, take the L-4011-41, L-4011-62, north to N71 at Youghals, west on N71 to Kilruane and the R-598 to Long Strand. The stated diversion route is also applicable in reverse when travelling in the opposite direction.

Stage 5 & 7 – Sams Cross (12.00hrs to 19.00hrs)
Roads Subject of Proposed Closure
L-4002-34, L-8012-0, L-4003-0, L-40025-0, L-4002-20, L-8014-8, L-8014-0, L-8016-0, 
L-4240-46, L-4240-18, L-8006-0, L-8006-20, L-8007-0, L-8003-24, L-8004-0, L-80041-0.
From Lake Rd Jtn with N71 at Curragh to Knocks, Rossmore.
(via Tullyneasky East, Tullyneasky West, Derryduff, Freahanes, Cahermore, Froe, 
Foxhall, Castleventry, Derrybaun, Bealad and Knocks).

Alternative Routes
From Tullyneasky to Knocks, take the N71, to Ballyvackey, R-599 north to Kilmeen 
Creamery and L-4639-0. The stated diversion route is also applicable in reverse when 
travelling in the opposite direction.

Stage 6 & 8, Rossmore (12.30hrs to 19.30hrs)

Roads Subject of Proposed Closure
L-4641-5 (Part), L-8615-0, L-4631-72 (Part), L-46314-0, L-4642-0, L-4642-21, L-4034- 
24 (Part), L-4034-0 (Part), L-8055-30 (Part), L-8056-0, L-8055-0 (Part), L-8054-0 (Part).
From Ballygurteen Cross Roads to the junction of the R588 and L-4034-24 south of 
Ballagheimer Bridge via Lisnabrinny, Ballinvard, Caherkirky, Glebe, Kilmeen, 
Rossmore, Gearagh, Derryvreen, Sleaveen, Bohona, Kilbree, Cashelisky, Kilgarriff, 
Aghamilla.

Alternative Routes
From Ballygurteen to Clonakilty via the R599 and N71.

Sunday 15th March 2020

Stages 9 & 12, Ring (10.45hrs to 17.15hrs)

Roads Subject of Proposed Closure
L-4015-0, L-4015-4(Part), L-8093-0, L-4020-0(Part), L-4020-25(Part), L-8102-0, L- 
8101-0(Part), L-8101-20, L-4021-43(Part), L-40213-0, L-8120-0(Part), L-81041-0, L- 
8104-0(Part), L-8103-0.
(via Desert, Curraghgrane More, Ring Bridge, Ahidelake, South Ring, Lackenduff, 
Maulmore, Ballinglanna, Ardgehane, Donaghmore, Lehenagh, Lissycrimeen, Kilsillagh, 
Lissycrimeen, Tirnaneen, Lisleveane).

Alternative Routes
Traffic at Lisleveane shall divert west ward along L-4018-61, then turn right on to L-4021- 
25, continue on at Aghawadda Cross Roads on the L-4021-0, at Timoleague turn left 
while staying on L-4021-0, then turn left again onto R600-59, continue onto R600-42, 
R600-20, R-600-0, then turn left onto N71-892 to Clonakilty.
The stated diversion is applicable in reverse when travelling in the opposite direction.
Stage 10 & 13, Clogagh (11.10hrs to 18.00hrs)

Roads Subject of Proposed Closure
L-8087-0, L-8086-0(Par), L-8085-0(Par), L-40262-0, L-8084-0, L-4027-22, L-4026-62(Par), L-4028-46(Par), L-8082-0, L-8081-0(Par), L-8080-0(Par), L-8079-0, L-8079-30, L-6060-0(Par), L-6058-25, L-6057-0(Par), L-6056-0, L-8078-0(Par), L-80771-0, L-8077-0, L-4030-22.

(via Timoleague, Ardmore, Lettercollum, Carhoo, Killavarrig, Burrane, Skeaf, Skeaf West, Skeaf, Knockbrown, Dangan More, Knocknagallagh, Farran, Tullymurrihy, Cashel Common).

Alternative Routes
Traffic in Cashel Common, shall divert north-east along the L-2020-0, L-2020-46 (through Crossmahon), at the junction turn right onto the L-2063-0 turn right onto R-602 (by Roundhill), then continue onto R-600 as approaching Timoleague. The stated diversion is applicable in reverse travelling on the opposite direction.

Stage 11&14, Ballinascarty (12.00hrs to 19.00hrs)

Roads Subject of Proposed Closure
L-8063-0, L-8064-23, L-4033-32 (Part), L-8072-0, L-8072-29, L-6025-0, L-2016-0 (Part), L-2015-23 (Part), L-20151-0, L-6032-0 (Part), L-6031-0, L-6033-0 (Part), L-20143-0.

(via Carriganookery, Maulnagearagh, Beanhill North, Dromgarriff East, Dromgarriff, Tullig, Kilmoylerane North, Kill South, Kill North, Killeens, Kilnameela, Ballyvoige, Kilnameela, Breaghna, Kilrush, Bolteen, Knocknastooka, Maulbrack West, Maulbrack East, Kilcolman, Cappaknockane).

Alternative Routes
Traffic east of the L-20143-0 junction at Gurteen, shall divert east along the L-2014-75, turn right to L-2018-0, turn right on to N71 at Gaggin, at Ballinascarty turn right onto L-4031-37 and then L-4031-19 to approach the closed road from the opposite side. The stated diversion route is also applicable in reverse when travelling in the opposite direction.

West Cork Rally - Service Station

Roads Subject of Proposed Closure
L-4016-0 (Part), Darrara, Clonakilty, from its junction with the R600-0, to the next cross roads L-4015-27 & L-4015-40.

Period of Proposed Closure
From 08.00hrs to 18.00hrs on Saturday 14th March, 2020.
From 09.30hrs to 15.30hrs on Sunday 15th March, 2020.
**Alternative Routes**
Traffic intending to travel south bound on the L-4016-0 from the R600-0 junction shall be diverted east along the R600-20, turn right at Clashflugh Cross Roads onto L-4015-40, follow onto the next cross roads as approaching the road closure from the opposite side. The stated diversion route is applicable in reverse when travelling in the opposite direction.

In addition, it is proposed to close all adjoining public roads for a distance of 200 metres from the junctions with the roads listed above.

Objections to this proposed temporary road closure should be made in **writing**, to the undersigned, **quoting Ref: TRC-16-2020, not later than 5pm on Wednesday 19th February 2020**. Telephone contact details should be included in the objection.

**Director of Services,**
**Roads & Transportation,**
**Cork County Council**
**The Courthouse**
**Skibbereen, Co Cork**